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Abstract—This paper presents a theoretical framework 
intended to accommodate circuit devices described by char-
acteristics involving more than two fundamental variables. 
This framework is motivated by the recent appearance of a 
variety of so-called mem-devices in circuit theory, and makes 
it possible to model the coexistence of memory effects of 
different nature in a single device. With a compact formalism, 
this setting accounts for classical devices and also for circuit 
elements which do not admit a two-variable description. Fully 
nonlinear characteristics are allowed for all devices, driving 
the analysis beyond the framework of Chua and Di Ventra 
et al. We classify these fully nonlinear circuit elements in 
terms of the variables involved in their constitutive relations 
and the notions of the differential- and the state-order of a 
device. We extend the notion of a topologically degenerate 
configuration to this broader context, and characterize the 
differential-algebraic index of nodal models of such circuits. 
Additionally, we explore certain dynamical features of mem-
circuits involving manifolds of non-isolated equilibria. Re-
lated bifurcation phenomena are explored for a family of 
nonlinear oscillators based on mem-devices. 
Index Terms—nonlinear circuit, memristor, memcapac-
itor, meminductor, nodal analysis, differential-algebraic 
equation, index, nonlinear oscillator, bifurcation. 
EDICS: NOLIN100, ACS100. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Broadly speaking, nonlinear circuit theory is concerned 
with the study of constrained ordinary differential equa-
tions involving time and four m-dimensional variables q, 
ip, i, v (standing for charge, flux, current and voltage, 
respectively), with the following restrictions: 
(a) the 2m differential relations q' = i, <p' = v always 
hold; 
(b) the vectors v, i, satisfy a total amount of m linearly 
independent relations Bv = 0, Di = 0 coming from 
Kirchhoff laws; 
(c) the characteristics of devices define m additional 
relations among the circuit variables. 
This means that nonlinear circuit models can be generally 
written in the form 
q' = i (la) 
y' = v (lb) 
0 = f(q,ip,i,v,t), (lc) 
where / captures Kirchhoff laws but also the constitutive 
relations of all circuit devices. Aside from the different 
circuit topologies, reflected in the form of the loop and 
cutset matrices B, D arising in item (b), the differences 
between circuit families come from the devices' charac-
teristics referred to in (c). 
Two-variable characteristics. In classical circuit theory, 
every characteristic within the map / in (lc) just involves 
two out of the four variables mentioned above. Disregard-
ing the memristor, these two-variable characteristics relate 
current and voltage in resistors and controlled sources, 
charge and voltage in capacitors, and flux and current in in-
ductors; in general, these relations may be nonlinear and/or 
involve time explicitly. The memory-resistor or memristor, 
whose existence was predicted by Leon Chua in 1971 [1] 
and which actually appeared at the nanometer scale in 
2008 [2], completes the set of two-variable characteristics 
by relating charge and flux. Note that the pairs q-i and ¡p-v 
are linked as indicated in item (a) above. Other (so-called) 
mem-devices, such as memcapacitors and meminductors 
as defined in [3], [4], [5], are also characterized by a 
relation between two variables, in this case involving either 
a (the time integral of q) or p (integral of <p). 
Characteristics involving three or four variables. The 
first goal of this paper is to present a circuit-theoretic 
framework accommodating also characteristics which in-
volve three or even all four fundamental circuit variables. 
The idea is that the components of / modeling individual 
devices can take the general form h(q, <p, i, v, t) = 0 (cf 
Definition 1), and the actual appearance of q, <p, i and/or v 
defines the electrical nature of the device. Needless to say, 
two-variable characteristics fit in well, but we find those 
involving more variables of interest for at least the three 
reasons discussed below. 
1. The explicit description of memory effects in mem-
devices, by nature, requires more than two variables. For 
instance, the original characteristic of a charge-controlled 
memristor reads as <p = 4>{q), and by differentiation we 
arrive at the voltage-current relation 
v = M(q)i. (2) 
Here M{q) = (j>'{q) is the memristance, which keeps track 
of the device history because it depends on the integral 
variable q(t) = f_oo Í{T)CLT. The description (2) involves 
v, i and q, this third variable introducing memory in 
the device. But we might also think of circuit elements 
governed by a fully nonlinear characteristic of the form 
v = r/(q, i), not arising as the differentiated form of a two-
variable relation and which may model a more intricate 
dependence on the device history. 
2. In this direction, characteristics involving more than 
two variables capture the fact that different electrical 
effects may coexist in a single device. For instance, as 
discussed in [6], memristive and capacitive effects are 
expected to coexist in metal-insulator-metal thin films 
with thickness between the nanometer and the micrometer 
scales. This should be modelled by a relation between 
charge, flux and voltage of the form q = w(y>, v); in this 
regard, see also [5], [7]. 
3. Additionally, within a black-box modelling approach 
[8], in which the electrical characteristics of a circuit 
element are to be identified experimentally by external 
measures, it may simply happen that a given device does 
not admit a description in terms of just two variables. An 
example of a two-terminal not admitting a two-variable 
description will be discussed in Section II. Generally 
speaking, allowing for characteristics with more than two 
variables may provide simplified two-terminal descriptions 
of connections of basic devices. 
By discussing all possible combinations of two, three 
or even four of the variables q, <p, i, v, from a theoretical 
point of view we provide an exhaustive account of what 
might be called ñrst order circuit theory, within the setting 
defined by items (a), (b) and (c) on p. 1. Here the term 
"order" is used to mean differential order (cf Section 
II) and, accordingly, the expression "first order circuit" 
reflects the fact that only the branch currents and voltages 
i, v and their first integrals q, <p are involved. The reader 
should not misunderstand our use of this expression with 
that in elementary circuit theory, referring to a circuit with 
only one reactive element. To avoid ambiguities we will 
often use the expression "first order mem-circuit" to mean 
a mem-circuit with differential order one. 
A modeling framework for first order circuits is detailed 
in Section II. The taxonomy of first order devices will 
be organized around the notions of the differential and 
the state order of a device. We will use fully nonlinear 
characteristics for all devices and, in particular, it will 
be shown that when three-variable relations are linear in 
certain variables they amount to the memristors, mem-
capacitors and meminductors introduced by Chua and Di 
Ventra et al. in [1], [3], [4], [5]. We will also discuss four-
variable characteristics accounting for memristive effects 
depending on both the charge and the flux. 
The second goal of this paper, tackled in Sections III 
and IV, is to address certain analytical and dynamical 
properties of the aforementioned mem-circuits. Specifi-
cally, we analyze in Section III the differential-algebraic 
models arising from the nodal analysis of nonlinear cir-
cuits including fully nonlinear memristors, memcapacitors 
and meminductors. Our attention in this regard will be 
mainly focused on the characterization of the index of 
these models (cf. [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]). We will 
arrive at a general index characterization (cf. Theorems 
1 and 2 in Section III) from which the results discussed 
in [14], [15], [16], [17], [18] can be derived as particular 
cases. We will also extend the notion of a topologically 
degenerate configuration to this broader setting. In Section 
IV, certain bifurcation phenomena stemming from the 
presence of manifolds of non-isolated equilibria will be 
explored for a family of nonlinear oscillators involving 
mem-devices; in particular, our analysis will explain and 
extend several results obtained by Itoh and Chua in [19]. 
II. FIRST ORDER DEVICES 
Definition 1. A circuit device is said to have differential 
order one if it is defíned by a C1 -characteristic of the form 
h(q,ip,i,v,t)=0, (3) 
where at least one of the partial derivatives hq, hv does 
not vanish identically 
Note that both hq and hv may of course vanish for 
specific values of the circuit variables. Definition 1 is 
supported on the fact that when both hq and hv vanish 
identically, the only branch variables involved are the 
current and/or the voltage. This amounts to what may 
be called (differential) order zero devices, not involving 
any dynamics. These are nonlinear resistors, and voltage 
and current sources. By a nonlinear resistor we mean any 
device relating current and voltage in an algebraic (i.e., 
non-differential) manner, such as a diode. 
The use of the term "order" is worth a digression. This 
term has different senses in mathematics, and at least two 
apply in our context. On the one hand it means the order 
of derivation of a system of differential equations; in this 
sense, Newton's law yields a second order system. We will 
use the expression differential order to mean this. On the 
other hand, "order" is also used to mean the number of 
dynamic variables in a system of differential equations; 
the term is often used in this sense in circuit theory, to 
refer to the number of state variables associated with a 
given device. We will describe the latter as the state order 
of a device. Throughout the document and when no label 
is used, by "order" we refer to the differential order; e.g. 
a first order device is a device with differential order one. 
Note that both concepts are certainly related, since any 
system with differential order higher than one can be recast 
as a first order one by introducing additional variables. 
In practice, at least two of the derivatives hq, hv, hi, 
hv do not vanish identically in first order devices. It 
is also worth noting that in Definition 1 we implicitly 
assume the arguments of h to be one-dimensional, hence 
describing a one-port (two-terminal) device; however, by 
allowing q, ip, i and v to take vector values, this definition 
easily accommodates multiport and multiterminal devices, 
accounting for coupling effects. In this case the non-
vanishing requirement on hq and/or hv must be replaced 
by the non-singularity of the corresponding matrices of 
partial derivatives. This remark will apply throughout the 
paper, often without explicit mention. 
A. q- and ip-memrlstors 
The electromagnetic relations q' = i and y>' = v link 
the pairs of fundamental circuit variables q - i and ¡p — v. 
First order devices involving the other combinations of 
two out of the four variables q, ¡p, i, v are the capacitor, 
relating q and v, the inductor, which involves y and 
i, and the memristor, whose characteristic relates q and 
<p. Even though both q and ¡p arise in the characteristic 
of memristors, these variables are linked together and 
therefore only one of them introduces a dynamical degree 
of freedom. For this reason, it will be preferred to get 
rid of either the flux or the charge by means of a relation 
formulated in terms of the other three variables, as detailed 
below. This way, not only capacitors and inductors but also 
q- and ^-memristors will have state order one. 
Definition 2. A (/-memristor is a device with differential 
order one, governed by the relations 
q' = i (4a) 
v = i](q,i,t), (4b) 
where rj is a C1-map for which neither of the derivatives 
rjq, rji vanishes identically. 
For fully nonlinear memristors of the form (4) the incre-
mental memristance is defined as the derivative rji(q, i, t) 
[20]. The identity q(t) = f_oo Í{T)CLT shows that this rela-
tion keeps track of the device history. The device is called 
strictly locally passive if r/i(q,i,t) > 0 for all (q,i,t) 
(or if the matrix r/i is positive definite in multiports). 
The requirement that r/i does not vanish identically distin-
guishes the device from a nonlinear capacitor. In turn, the 
non-vanishing condition on r¡q makes this device actually 
different from a nonlinear, current-controlled resistor. Note 
also that the fully nonlinear form (4) makes it possible 
to accommodate devices displaying memristive effects but 
whose characteristic does not arise as the time derivative 
of a <p-q relation, contrary to Chua's memristor. 
Definition 3. A ^-memristor is a device with differential 
order one, governed by 
ip' = v (5a) 
i = C(ip,v,t), (5b) 
where ( is a C1 -map such that neither of the derivatives 
Cip, Cv vanishes identically. 
The incremental memductance is the derivative 
Cv{(p,v,t), and the device is said to be strictly locally 
passive if this derivative is always positive. Again, the 
non-vanishing requirements on Cv and C,v make this de-
vice different from a voltage-controlled resistor and an 
inductor, respectively. 
Chua's memristors. When r/ in (4b) is time-invariant and 
linear in i, we get Chua's characteristic v = M(q)i, where 
M{q) is the memristance [1]; the dependence on q led 
Chua to propose the name memory-resistor, or memristor 
for short. In the literature, this device is said to be current-
controlled'but also charge-controlled, because of the form 
of the map ¡p = 4>(q) whose time derivative yields the 
voltage-current relation v = M(q)i. Analogously, a time-
invariant ^-memristor for which (5b) is linear in v (hence 
reading as i = W(ip)v, coming from a charge-flux relation 
1 = £(y)) amounts to Chua's flux-controlled memristor 
[1], W((p) being the memductance. 
Applications. The applications of memristors in the de-
sign of non-volatile memories, signal processing, adaptive 
and learning systems, reconfigurable nanoelectronics, etc., 
indicate that these devices will play a very significant role 
in electronics in the near future, specially at the nanometer 
scale. Many applications are reported in the literature; 
cf [7], [16], [19], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], 
[28], [29], [30], [31]. HP has announced that commercial 
memory chips based on the memristor will be released 
in 2013 [32]. Recent applications are reported on pattern 
recognition [33] and on neural and quantum computation 
[34], [35]. 
A two-terminal without a two-variable description. 
As indicated in the Introduction, a reason to consider 
descriptions involving more than two variables comes from 
the black-box approach to circuit modeling (cf. [8]). It may 
simply happen that a device does not admit a two-variable 
description; in that case, any effort to identify by external 
measures a characteristic involving only two variables 
and providing an accurate model of the device would 
be hopeless or lead to erroneous results. An example is 
presented below. 
Consider the parallel connection of a Chua's flux-
controlled memristor and a voltage-controlled resistor, as 
depicted in Fig. 1. This connection arises for instance in 
accurate models of the Josephson junction, as detailed 
later. 
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Fig. 1. A two-terminal not admitting a two-variable description. 
The memristor is assumed to be governed by a charge-
flux relation q = £(y), which induces a current-voltage 
relation of the form i\ = W((p)v, with W{tp) = £'(y). 
Assume first that the resistor is a linear one. In this case 
we have n = Gv for a given constant G. The parallel 
connection of both devices is then governed by the three-
variable description i = (W(ip) + G)v, but also admits 
the two-variable characteristic q = £(y>) + Gip. 
By contrast, suppose that the resistor exhibits a nonlin-
ear effect which makes the conductance G depend on v. 
Now the three-variable description of the device reads as 
i = (W(ip) + G(v))v = K(ip, v)v (6) 
and it is not difficult to see that the connection does not 
admit a two-variable characteristic. Note, indeed, that any 
such description q = g(ip) would necessarily yield by 
differentiation a relation i = g'(<p)v which is linear in 
v, against the hypothesis that G (and hence K) in (6) 
actually depends on v. Therefore, any attempt to describe 
Fig. 1 in terms of a charge-flux (or any other two-variable) 
characteristic would fail in the presence of a nonlinearity 
on the resistor making the conductance dependent on v; 
in this case, a three-variable description is mandatory. 
Example: equivalent model of a Josephson junction. 
Our next example illustrates how fully nonlinear character-
istics allow for simplified device descriptions. Specifically, 
we will provide an accurate description of a Josephson 
junction by means of a fully nonlinear memcapacitor, 
which accounts for all parasitic effects, connected in 
parallel to a nonlinear inductor. Josephson junctions are 
used e.g. in the design of quantum bits, such as the phase 
qubit, defined by a current-biased junction [36], or the 
charge qubit analyzed in Section III. 
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B. Fully nonlinear memcapacitors 
The remaining characteristics involving three out of the 
four variables q, <p, i, v naturally lead to the voltage-
controlled memcapacitors and current-controlled memin-
ductor discussed below. Both devices will have state 
order two. We consider fully nonlinear characteristics for 
memcapacitors and meminductors; when the maps UJ and 
6 below are time-independent and linear in v and i, 
respectively, we will get the circuit elements introduced 
by Di Ventra et al. in [5]. 
Definition 4. A voltage-controlled memcapacitor is a 










where u> is a C1-map and neither of the derivatives UJV, 
UJV vanishes identically 
Characteristics of the form (7c) model the coexis-
tence of memristive and capacitive effects; in a time-
invariant setting, such a characteristic arises for instance in 
metal-insulator-metal films having thickness between the 
nanometer scale, where a q-<p relation is dominant, and 
the micrometer scale, being governed by a q-v relation 
[6]. 
For an arbitrary C1-map w, the incremental memcapac-
itance Cm is defined as the derivative UJV and, in general, 
depends on (<p,v,t). Such a device need not come from 
a a - <p relation, and the requirement that neither UJV nor 
UJV vanishes identically makes it actually different from a 
capacitor or a memristor, respectively. 
An instance of a fully nonlinear memcapacitor arising 
in a Josephson junction model can be found below. Fully 
nonlinear memcapacitors will also arise in the nonlinear 
oscillators analyzed in Section IV. 
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Fig. 2. Top: Josephson junction. Bottom: (Left) Equivalent circuit 
with a fully nonlinear memcapacitor. (Right) Phase qubit. 
As detailed in [8], [37], realistic models of a Josephson 
junction should take into account not only the usual 
nonlinear inductive relation i¡ = I0sm(k0<pi) for certain 
physical constants Jo, &o (see e.g. [38]), but also the 
presence of memristive, resistive and capacitive effects; 
an accurate equivalent circuit of the Josephson junction is 
defined by the parallel connection of these four elements 
(cf [8], [37]), as depicted on top of Fig. 2. 
The device on the left is a ^-memristor of Chua type, 
which as reported in [8], [37] captures the presence of a 
small current component iw = G\ cos{k\ipw)v, for certain 
constants G\, k\, here v is the port voltage. 
A linear resistor and a linear capacitor in parallel are 
also present in the description provided in [8], [37], being 
denoted in the figure by G, C, respectively. These elements 
are defined by the relations ig = Gv and qc = Cv. 
Now, the parallel connection of the memristor and 
the resistor is obviously governed by the current-voltage 
relation iwg = G\ cos{k\ipw)v + Gv or, equivalently, by 
a charge-flux characteristic of the form 
qwg = (Gi/ki) sin^iy™) + Gfw, (8) 
where we use the fact that the memristor flux is the time-
integral of the port voltage v. The expression depicted in 
(8) shows that the parallel connection of the memristor 
and the resistor is itself a ^-memristor. 
In turn, the parallel connection of the original mem-
ristor, the resistor and the capacitor can be described as 
a single device by setting q = qwg + qc, ip = ipw. 
Indeed, denoting by i the sum of the currents through the 
memristor, the resistor and the capacitor, we get 
q = (Gí/kJsiaikítf+Gip + Cv, (9) 
together with q' = i, ¡p' = v. This describes a time-
invariant, voltage-controlled memcapacitor for which the 
constitutive relation in (7c) takes the specific form de-
picted in (9). The corresponding equivalent circuit for the 
Josephson junction, together with the equivalent circuit for 
a phase qubit, is displayed at the bottom of Fig. 2. 
C. Fully nonlinear meminductors 
Definition 5. A current-controlled meminductor is a de-
vice with differential order one, governed by 
q' = i (10a) 
ip' = v (10b) 
V = 8(q,i,t), (10c) 
where 9 is a C1 -map for which neither of the derivatives 
9q, 9i vanishes identically 
In actual applications, meminductors arise e.g. in the 
design of generalized tank circuits (cf [35]). In general, 
the derivative 6i(q,i,t) is the incremental meminduc-
tance. The non-vanishing of this derivative makes the 
meminductor different from a memristor and, similarly, the 
assumption that the partial derivative 9q does not vanish 
identically makes the device different from an inductor. 
The appearance of both q and ¡p in the characteristics 
(7c) and (10c) imply that the time derivatives of two 
variables must be present in the dynamical description 
of memcapacitors and meminductors and, therefore, that 
these devices have state order two; this is an impor-
tant difference with capacitors, inductors and q- and ¡p-
memristors, for which one dynamic variable suffices to 
describe the device behavior. 
Memcapacitors and meminductors of Di Ventra et al. 
When LO in (7c) is time-invariant and linear in v, this 
relation reads as 
q = Cm(V>)v, (11) 
where Cm is the memcapacitance [3], [4], [5]. The distinct 
feature of this device is that the memcapacitance depends 
on the state variable ¡p{t) = J_oov(r)dT, so that the 
relation q(t) = Cm(f_oov(T)d,T)v(t) reflects the device 
history. Be aware of the circuit-theoretic meaning of this 
state variable, in contrast to memcapacitive systems (see 
[3], [4], [5]). It is also worth mentioning that the relation 
q = Cm(ip)v arises as the derivative of a characteristic 
a = p{<p), where a is the time integral of q. This yields 
a' = q = p'{<p)<p' = Cm(ip)v. Notably, the device can be 
described without recourse to the (second order) variable 
a (cf (7)), in contrast to charge-controlled memcapacitors 
(cf. [5]). 
Similarly, when the map 9 in (10c) is linear in i and 
does not depend on t, we get the characteristic 
cp = Lm(q)i (12) 
considered by Chua and by Di Ventra et al. in [3], [4], [5]. 
Such a characteristic can be obtained as the time derivative 
of a C^-relation p = n(q), where p is the time integral of 
¡p; note however that the description (10) does not involve 
p. Now Lm is the meminductance. 
D. Characteristics involving four variables 
In light of the characteristics (4b), (5b), (7c) and (10c), 
from a mathematical point of view it is somehow natural 
to complete the picture by considering a relation which 
involves all four variables q, ¡p, i and v. We present below 
two different settings (dual to each other) in which these 
four variables may actually arise. 
These characteristics may account for physical devices 
in which memory effects of different nature coexist. The 
simultaneous appearance of memristive, memcapacitive 
and/or meminductive phenomena has been discussed by 
different authors. For instance, the coexistence of memris-
tive and memcapacitive effects has been reported to follow 
from the formation of local dipoles in nanoscale resistors 
[5], and as indicated above arises also in metal-insulator-
metal thin films with thickness between the nanometer 
and the micrometer scales [6]. Capacitive and memristive 
effects coexist with the nonlinear inductive nature of a 
Josephson junction in accurate models of this device, as 
discussed above. From a modeling point of view, these 
characteristics also allow for simplified descriptions of 
combinations of more basic devices. 
Consider, in particular, a characteristic of the form 
v = ip(q,ip,i,t), (13) 
where V is a C^-map and none of the derivatives ijjq, 
ijjtp, ijji vanishes identically. Such a characteristic may be 
understood to define a current-controlled hybrid memris-
tor, note that if (13) is time-independent and linear in i, 
this relation takes the form v = Mh(q, ¡p)i, providing an 
analog of Chua's memristor in which the so-called hybrid 
memristance Mh(q, ¡p) would depend on both the charge 
and the flux; both variables introduce memory effects on 
the device, because of the relations q(t) = f_oo Í{T)CLT, 
¡p{t) = ¡ ^ V(T)C1T. An example is presented below. 
Analogously, a voltage-controlled hybrid memristor 
might be understood to be defined by a characteristic of 
the form 
i = A(q,<p,v,t), (14) 
where A is a C^-map for which none of the derivatives 
Aq, Av, Av vanishes identically. Cases in which A is linear 
in v and time-invariant yield i = Wh(q,ip)v, where Wh 
would now be the hybrid memductance. 
The non-vanishing requirements on the derivatives 
within (13), (14) distinguish these devices from the q-
and ^-memristors, memcapacitors and meminductors dis-
cussed above. Actually, the non-vanishing of these deriva-
tives implies that, at least locally, both the charge and 
the flux can be written in terms of the remaining circuit 
variables. Focusing the attention on the current-controlled 
case, the fact that I/J, ^ 0 makes it possible to recast (13), 
via the implicit function theorem, as 
q = a(ip,i,v,t), (15) 
and the device exhibits a (generalized) memcapacitance 
av((f,i,v,t) = tpq'1(a(íp,i,v,t),íp,i,t). Similarly, the 
non-zero nature of the partial derivative Vv yields 
ip = (3(q,i,v,t), (16) 
for some locally defined map (3, the (generalized) memin-
ductance being defined by the derivative f3i(q,i,v,t) = 
-i>p1(q,P(q,i,v,t),i,t)ipi(q,f3(q,i,v,t),i,t), as a con-
sequence of the implicit function theorem. Similar remarks 
apply to voltage-controlled hybrid memristors. 
Noteworthy, disregarding the non-vanishing require-
ments on the derivatives, the relations (13), (14), (15) and 
(16) account for the characteristics of all previous devices. 
Example: hybrid description of series and parallel 
connections of Chua's memristors. Suppose that the 
resistor within the Josephson junction model depicted 
in Fig. 2 exhibits a memristive effect which makes the 
conductance G depend on q. As detailed in what follows, 
the resulting parallel connection of a flux-controlled and a 
charge-controlled memristor would yield a simple instance 
of a hybrid memristor. 
In broader generality, consider both the series and the 
parallel connection of a charge-controlled and a flux-
controlled memristor of Chua type, as displayed in Fig. 3. 
The charge-controlled memristor and the flux-controlled 
one are painted in green and yellow, respectively. As 
before, the goal is to provide a dynamical description of 
each connection as a two-terminal device in terms of a 
single set of variables q, <p, i, v. 
In both cases, the subscripts 1 and 2 will correspond 
to variables associated with the charge- and the flux-
controlled memristor, respectively. The charge-controlled 
memristor is assumed to be governed by a relation of 
the form ¡pi = 4>{q\), with memristance M{q\), and 
the flux-controlled one is defined by q2 = i{p2), with 
memductance W(p2). Within the series connection on top 
of Fig. 3 (resp. the parallel connection at the bottom), the 
memductance W(p2) (resp. the memristance M(q1)) is 
assumed not to vanish. 
In the series connection on top of Fig. 3, elementary 
circuit theory yields i = i\ = i2, v = v\ + v2. In order 
to arrive at a dynamical description in terms of i, v and 
single variables q, p, we set q = q\ and p = p\ + p2. 
Obviously, this yields the relations q' = i and p' = v but, 
more important, allows for the description of the voltage-
current relation in the form v = M{q\)i+ (W((p2))~1i = 
M W h ^ 
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Fig. 3. Series and parallel connection of Chua's memristors. 
[M(q) + (W((p—(f)(q)))^1}i. This corresponds to a current-
controlled hybrid memristor for which the characteristic is 
linear in i, the hybrid memristance being 
Mh(<z>¥>) = M(q) + (W(<p - 4>{q))rl-
The physical meaning of the variable q is worth some 
additional remarks. Because of the identities q[ = i\ = 
i2 = q2, the charges qi and q2 differ in a constant 
which would be fixed by the initial conditions in Chua's 
memristors. In turn, q is defined up to a constant, and 
therefore can be understood to describe any of both 
charges except for a fixed quantity. Mathematically, setting 
q = qi + k for any real constant k, we would get a 
dynamical description of the device which, except for an 
affine change of coordinates, amounts to the one above; 
the description above assumes k = 0 so that q actually 
equals the charge q\. 
It is also worth noting that if M{q) + (W(ip - 4>{q)))~l 
does not vanish for all values of q, ¡p, the device also 
admits a voltage-controlled description. This would be the 
case, in particular, if the original Chua memristors are 
strictly locally passive (i.e. if M > 0, W > 0 everywhere); 
in this case the hybrid memristor would itself be strictly 
locally passive since Mh would be positive. 
Setting q = qx + q2, ip = ip2, the reader can proceed 
analogously in order to describe the parallel configuration 
at the bottom of Fig. 3 as a voltage-controlled hybrid 
memristor, with a characteristic linear in v and hybrid 
memductance Wh(q, ip) = (M(q - C(^))) - 1 + W((p). 
This shows that, even in simple examples, these devices 
pose interesting problems from the modeling perspective. 
The scope of these four-variable characteristics goes how-
ever beyond this type of examples. Such characteristics 
are aimed at modeling devices which are not reducible 
to a connection of q- and ^-memristors, and which may 
capture the coexistence of different memory effects. In 
such devices the characteristics need not be linear in i 
and v, and the charge and the flux within the memristance 
or memductance may interact in more intricate ways. 
III. NODAL ANALYSIS OF FIRST ORDER MEM-CIRCUITS 
From a computational point of view, models of the form 
(1) offer some difficulties for numerical simulation. This is 
due to the fact that an automatic computation of the loop 
and cutset matrices B, D is difficult to perform in practice, 
specially in high scale integration circuits. For this reason, 
it is often preferred to describe the circuit equations using 
nodal analysis (cf subsection III-A). This is the case in 
most circuit simulation programs, notably in SPICE and 
its commercial variants, which set up the circuit equations 
using Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) [14], [15], [17], 
[18], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43]. 
As detailed below, the models arising from nodal analy-
sis naturally take the form of a differential-algebraic equa-
tion (DAE) [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. The main prob-
lem in the analysis of such differential-algebraic models is 
the characterization of the index, a concept which, roughly 
speaking, measures the numerical difficulties faced in 
simulation. Index one and index two systems require 
specific numerical techniques, and because of this it is 
important to characterize the circuit configurations which 
lead to models with these indices. Therefore, we undertake 
in subsections III-B and III-C the index analysis of nodal 
models of first order mem-circuits, using the tractability 
index framework [12], [18], [44] and extending the results 
discussed in [14], [15], [16], [17] to fully nonlinear circuits 
with memristors, voltage-controlled memcapacitors and 
current-controlled meminductors. 
Index one circuit configurations are also important 
regarding the order of complexity and the state-space 
formulation problem [14], [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], 
[50]. In index one systems, all the dynamic variables 
of the different devices contribute to the state dimension 
of the problem; more precisely, in index one cases the 
state dimension (also called the order of complexity) of a 
first order circuit equals the sum of the state orders of 
the devices with differential order one. By contrast, in 
higher index problems which arise from so-called topo-
logically degenerate configurations the feasible values for 
these dynamic variables are restricted by algebraic (non-
differential) constraints. In this regard, we introduce below 
the notion of a topologically degenerate configuration for 
circuits including memcapacitors and meminductors, and 
show that these configurations lead to index two DAEs. 
The model introduced in (17) will also pave the way 
for a discussion of some qualitative features of first order 
mem-circuits. Specifically, in subsection III-D we will dis-
cuss the existence of vanishing natural frequencies related 
to the presence of manifolds of non-isolated equilibria in 
mem-circuits. Related bifurcations will be addressed in the 
nonlinear oscillators considered in Section IV. 
A. The nodal model 
Nodal models are based on the systematic use of the 
reduced incidence matrix A, which for a connected circuit 
is defined as A = (a¿¿) with 
( 1 if branch j leaves node i - 1 if branch j enters node i 0 if branch j is not incident with node i, 
for all nodes except for the reference one. In (17) this 
matrix will be partitioned by columns according to the 
electrical nature of the corresponding branches. In a time-
invariant setting, the nodal model then reads as 
q'0 = i0 (17a) 
9?; = Aje (17b) 
+Aglg{ATge) + Aw((fw,Ale) + A 
m'jm 
+Ajia{t) (17c) 
0 = qc-lc{ATce) (17d) 
0 = qmc - toitpmcA^e) (17e) 
0 = vs(t)-Ale (17f) 
o = fi-jiin) (I7g) 
0 = ipmi-0(qml,iml) (17h) 
0 = r]{qm, im) - ATme, (17i) 
where, for the sake of notational simplicity, we are de-
noting q0 = (qc,qmc,qm,qml), «0 = (ic,imc,im,iml), 
¥>1 = (tPl,tPml,tPw,tPmc), M = (Ai Ami Aw Amc). 
The key features of this model are the use of node 
potentials e and the description of Kirchhoff laws as 
v = ATe, Ai = 0. The former is used to eliminate branch 
voltages throughout the model. The latter is depicted in 
(17c), where we eliminate the branch currents ig, iw, ij 
of resistors, 92-memristors and current sources by means 
of the maps j g , (, is(t) respectively. The charge-flux 
formalism yields (17a) and (17b), which account for the 
relations q' = i, ip' = v, whereas (17d)-(17i) capture 
the characteristics of capacitors, memcapacitors, voltage 
sources, inductors, meminductors and g-memristors; the 
subscripts corresponding to these devices are c, mc, u, I, 
ml and m, respectively. 
For simplicity we do not include devices defined by 
four-variable characteristics, although some remarks in this 
direction can be found at the end of subsection III-C. 
Capacitors and inductors are assumed to be voltage- and 
current-controlled, respectively (cf. the maps 7C and 7; 
in (17d) and (17g)). Note that resistors are assumed to 
be voltage-controlled, although the results can be ex-
tended without difficulty to models including also current-
controlled ones. The functions is(t) and vs(t) are the 
excitations in current and voltage sources, respectively. 
The maps r\, UJ, 6, are those arising in the characteristics 
(4b), (7c), and (10c), except for the fact that they account 
for the whole sets of g-memristors, memcapacitors and 
meminductors, and hence need not be scalar; the same 
holds, of course, for ^-memristors and the map C,. 
For later use, denote by G, C, L, M, W, Cm and 
Lm the incremental conductance, capacitance, inductance, 
memristance, memductance, memcapacitance and memin-
ductance matrices, defined by the derivatives j ' j ' c , 7/, 
Vim > CvVJ, uVmc, 6iml, respectively. These matrices need not 
be diagonal, meaning that full coupling is allowed within 
each of these sets of devices. 
B. Topologically nondegenerate confígurations and index 
one models 
Semiexplicit differential-algebraic equations are defined 
by a system of the form 
x' = f(x,y,t) (18a) 
0 = g(x,y,t), (18b) 
where x £ W stands for the dynamic variables, y GW 
denotes the algebraic ones, / G C1(W+P+1, R r) , and 
g (z c1(Rr+P+1, W). The DAE (18) is said to be index 
one around a given (x*,y*,t*) satisfying (18b) if the 
matrix of partial derivatives gy(x*,y*,t*) is invertible. 
Often, this non-singularity requirement holds everywhere. 
Detailed discussions about the different index notions can 
be found in [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. 
The nodal model (17) has a semiexplicit form, the set 
of dynamic variables being q0 = (qc, qmc, qm, qml), tpx = 
(ipi,ipmi, ifwiPmc), whereas the algebraic ones are 
We address below the characterization of index one config-
urations for (17), under the assumption that certain circuit 
matrices are positive definite; recall that a given matrix K 
is positive definite if uTKu > 0 for any non-vanishing real 
vector u, and that this notion expresses mathematically a 
strict passivity requirement on the corresponding devices. 
The proof proceeds by showing how the non-singularity 
of the matrix defining index one configurations can be 
reduced to a form already analyzed in the context of 
nonlinear circuits without mem-devices in [14]. Theorem 
1 actually motivates the following definition. 
Definition 6. A fírst order mem-circuit is said to be 
topologically nondegenerate if it does not display ei-
ther loops defíned by voltage sources, capacitors and/or 
memcapacitors, or cutsets composed of current sources, 
inductors and/or meminductors. 
This extends a well-known notion for RLC circuits, 
for which topologically nondegenerate configurations pre-
clude loops defined by voltage sources and/or capacitors, 
and cutsets composed of current sources and/or inductors. 
Stemming from the work of Bashkow [45] in the classical 
RLC setting, this provides a way to formulate a state space 
model of the circuit dynamics by means on the notion of 
a proper tree. 
Theorem 1. Assume that the capacitance C, the memca-
pacitance Cm, the inductance L and the meminductance 
Lm are non-singular matrices, and that the conductance 
G, the memristance M, and the memductance W are 
positive defínite. 
Then the model (17) is index one if and only if the circuit 
is topologically nondegenerate. 
Proof. The matrix of partial derivatives of the right-hand 
side of (17) with respect to all variables but time, to be 
denoted by F, has the form 
F=(p 5 2 ) ' (20) 
\ ^21 ^22 / 
where the block F22 stands for the partial derivatives of 
the restrictions (17c)-(17i) with respect to the algebraic 
variables (19). The non-singularity of F22 characterizes 
index one configurations, and this matrix has the expres-
sion depicted at the top of the next page. Using the non-
singularity of C, Cm, L, Lm and by means of a Schur 
reduction [14], [51], the problem amounts to analyzing 
the non-singularity of the matrix J displayed right after 
Í22- This matrix has the structure arising in [14, Theorem 
5.1(1)] (cf eq. (5.43) there); from this result it follows that, 
in the present setting, the non-singularity of this matrix re-
lies on the absence of loops composed of voltage sources, 
capacitors and/or memcapacitors and cutsets defined by 
current sources, inductors and/or meminductors, as we 
aimed to show. 
D 
C. Topological degeneracies: Index two 
In presence of the topologically degenerate configu-
rations discussed above (i.e. loops defined by voltage 
sources, capacitors and/or memcapacitors, or cutsets com-
posed of current sources, inductors and/or meminductors), 
the index one condition for the nodal system (17) fails. In 
this situation, for both analytical and numerical purposes it 
is important to characterize whether the model is index two 
or not. The index two notion for a DAE is more intricate 
than the index one concept introduced above. Again, the 
reader is referred to [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] for 
different approaches to the index notion. 
In particular, the tractability index notion, together with 
the projector-based framework supported on it [12], [14], 
[18], [44], has been proved to be a valuable tool in circuit 
simulation [14], [15], [17], [18], [40], [44]. In order to 
introduce this notion, we look at (17) as a semilinear 
problem of the form 
Ez' = h(z,t), (21) 
where E is a block-diagonal matrix block-diag{/, 0}, and 
z joins together the x- and y-variables in (18). Consider 
the matrix pencil XE — F, F being the matrix of partial 
derivatives hz. As detailed in the references above, the 
pencil has tractability index one if E\ = E - FQ is non-
singular, Q being a projector onto kerE. In turn, if E\ 
is singular, we let Q\ be any projector onto ker£i , and 
the pencil is said to have tractability index two if E2 = 
E\ — F\Q\ is non-singular, where F\ = F(I - Q). 
Iteratively, this approach provides a general index notion 
which can be shown to equal the Kronecker-Weierstrass 
F, 22 





















































(AgGATg+AwWAl+AmM-lAm Ac Amc Au \ 
-Al 0 0 0 
-Amc 0 0 0 
V -AI 0 0 0 y 
(or nilpotency) index of the pencil, being well-suited for 
computational purposes. Moreover, this concept can be 
extended to nonlinear and/or time-varying settings under 
suitable assumptions on the system operators; restricting 
the attention to DAEs of the form (21) in an index two 
context, these assumptions amount to requiring that Qi be 
a ccmtíijuousprojector onto the kernel of E\(z). Supported 
on these ideas, we show below that the nodal model 
(17) is indeed index two in the presence of degenerate 
configurations, under additional passivity requirements. 
Note that in the index two context the normal tree method 
of Bryant [46], [47] applies in order to derive a state space 
equation. 
Theorem 2. Assume that the capacitance C, the mem-
capacitance Cm, the inductance L, the meminductance 
Lm, the conductance G, the memristance M, and the 
memductance W are positive defínite. 
Then the nodal model (17) has tractability index two in 
the presence of topologically degenerate confígurations. 
Proof. As indicated above, the model (17) can be written 
in the form depicted in (21) with E =block-diag{/, 0} 
and F being the matrix or partial derivatives displayed in 
(20). Letting Q be a projector onto the kernel of E with 
the structure block-diag{0, / } , we arrive at 
I -F12 
0 -F22 
Note, incidentally, that this makes it clear why the 
(tractability) index one condition arising in Theorem 1 
relies on the non-singularity of F22. As indicated in the 
proof of Theorem 1, the presence of loops defined by 
voltage sources, capacitors and/or memcapacitors, and/or 
cutsets composed of current sources, inductors and/or me-
minductors makes F22 (and hence E\) a singular matrix. 
In this setting, index two configurations can be exam-
ined using a projector Q onto 
ker(Ac 
Amc Au Ag Aw Am) •, 
being non-trivial in the presence of cutsets defined by 
inductors, meminductors and/or current sources, together 
Ex 
with a projector 
Q 
Qn Q12 Q13 
Q21 Q22 Q23 
Q31 Q32 Q33 
onto ker(Ac Amc Au), which does not vanish in the 
presence of loops composed of capacitors, memcapacitors 
and/or voltage sources. 
Omitting some technical details, the index two condi-
tions can be checked to rely on the non-singularity of 
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Q = Q11 Q12 Q21 Q22 Q = 
Ql3 
Q23 
The form of the matrix depicted in (22) amounts to that 
arising in the index-two analysis of Augmented Nodal 
Analysis models of nonlinear circuits without memristive 
devices, which is proved in [14, Theorem 5.1(2)] to be 
non-singular provided that M\, M2, M3 are positive 
definite. In this case, the definiteness of these matrices 
follows from the assumption that the circuit matrices are 
positive definite and the proof is complete. 
D 
In problems without memristive devices, Theorems 1 and 
2 particularize to the results obtained in [14], [15], [17]. 
Our results also extend the characterization derived in 
[16] for cases including Chua's memristors and neither 
memcapacitors nor meminductors. Note that the scope of 
the general index characterization here presented covers 
q- and ^-memristors, voltage-controlled memcapacitors 
and current-controlled meminductors, allowing for fully 
nonlinear characteristics in all of them. These results 
should be useful in future analytical or numerical studies 
of general first order mem-circuits. 
Example: index change in a charge qubit The circuit 
depicted in Fig. 4 is aimed at illustrating the index analysis 
presented above. It arises as a series connection of a volt-
age source, a capacitor and a Josephson junction, which 
defines a charge qubit [36]; in the equivalent circuit of 
the Josephson junction we accommodate parasitic effects 
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Fig. 4. Parasitic effects in a charge qubit. 
A reduction of (17) modeling this circuit and retaining 
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where ei and e2 are the node potentials on top of the 
memristor and the capacitor C2. Assume that all circuit 
parameters (except possibly the resistance R) are positive. 
It is not difficult to check that this model is index one 
provided that R ^ 0, and index two if R = 0. This is a 
consequence of Theorems 1 and 2, more specifically of 
the absence of topologically degenerate configurations in 
the first case, and of the appearance in the second one 
of a VC-loop (defined by the voltage source and the two 
capacitors) after short-circuiting the resistor, that is, after 
making R = 0. 
The index change occurring when R vanishes has inter-
esting qualitative effects, and it is worth considering what 
happens when this parameter takes on negative values. 
Equilibria are defined by the vanishing of ei, e2 and iCl, 
together with the condition h^tpi = rmr for m G Z; 
to simplify matters, fix ip¡ = 0. Note that <pw does 
not enter these equilibrium conditions, meaning that the 
equilibrium locus is actually a one-dimensional manifold 
(find additional details in this regard in subsection III-D 
below). This implies, in particular, that one eigenvalue 
of the matrix pencil defining the linearization of (23) at 
equilibrium always vanishes. The remaining eigenvalues 
are given by the roots of the polynomial 
RC^X3 + (Ci + C2 + RWC2)X2 + 
+(RC1I0k0 + W)X + (1 + RW)I0ko. 
Akin to the results in [52], a singularity-induced bifurca-
tion is expected to occur as R crosses the origin. In more 
detail, one eigenvalue of the matrix pencil is expected 
to diverge through ±oo as the resistance undergoes the 
value R = 0, because of the failing of the index one 
condition at this point. This is actually the case; fixing, 
for simplicity, all circuit constants (except for R) at 1, 
computer calculations show that one real eigenvalue jumps 
from large negative values (for small positive values of 
R) to large positive values (for small negative R); the 
remaining two eigenvalues are located at -0.25 ±0.66» at 
the bifurcation value, showing that a stability loss in the 
equilibrium curve occurs when R becomes negative. It is 
worth emphasizing that this is a consequence of the index 
change displayed at R = 0. 
Circuits including devices with four-variable charac-
teristics. In the model (17) and in the index analysis 
presented above we do not include devices defined by four-
variable characteristics for the sake of brevity. However, 
the index characterization presented in Theorems 1 and 2 
applies also to circuits with such devices, as long as they 
are strictly locally passive. 
More specifically, defining the incremental hybrid mem-
ristance Mh as the derivative ¿^(«Z, ¥>, *) (^ standing for 
the characteristic defined in (13); we are assuming the 
devices to be autonomous), and the incremental hybrid 
memductance Wh as Av(q,ip,v) (cf (14)), these circuit 
elements are said to be strictly locally passive if Mh and 
Wh are everywhere positive definite. Such devices do not 
interfere in the definition of a topologically degenerate 
configuration, and provided that they are strictly locally 
passive, the results stated in Theorems 1 and 2 still 
apply. Note that the proof proceeds with trivial modifi-
cations, associated with an additional term of the form 
AhwWhAlw + AhmM-lAlm within the matrix J above; 
in the index two case, the additional blocks Wh and M^1 
arise in the block-diagonal matrix M\, the reasoning being 
exactly the same. Details are left to the reader. 
D. Manifolds of equilibria 
The presence of non-isolated equilibria in the circuit of 
Fig. 4 actually owes to a general property of mem-circuits. 
Curves of equilibrium points have been already observed 
in circuits with memristors (see e.g. [19], [20], [24]) and 
we extend below some results in this regard to problems 
with memcapacitors and meminductors, in terms of the 
model (17). Some examples in Section IV will illustrate 
the discussion. This analysis will be performed under the 
zero-crossing conditions 
£(<pw, 0) = ri(qm, 0) = u(¥mc, 0) = 6(qmi, 0) = 0 (24) 
which mean that the vanishing of v. 
implies that of i 
w: ^m: umc 
w: um: Hmc 
and imi 
and cpmi, respectively. Note 
that this holds in the setting of Chua [1] and Di Ventra 
et al. [5], in light of the relations iw = W(ip)vw, 
vm = M(q)im, qmc = Cm(<f)vmc and <pmi = Lm(q)iml 
assumed in their framework. 
In a DC setting (that is, assuming is = I, vs = V 
to be constant) equilibria are defined by the vanishing 
of the right-hand side of (17). A careful inspection of 
this requirement under the zero-crossing conditions (24) 
shows that neither ipw, ipmc nor qm, qm¡ show up in the 
equilibrium conditions; this implies that any equilibrium 
of a mem-circuit is embedded into a manifold of equilibria 
whose dimension equals the total number of mem-devices 
(that is, q- and ^-memristors, memcapacitors and memin-
ductors). In a nonlinear context, these vanishing natural 
frequencies yield a zero eigenvalue whose geometric mul-
tiplicity at least equals the number of mem-devices. 
On the other hand, it is not difficult to check that for 
equilibria to exist generically, both loops defined by volt-
age sources, inductors and/or meminductors and cutsets 
composed of current sources, capacitors and/or memca-
pacitors must be precluded; this is a natural extension 
of the well-known exclusion of VL-loops and IC-cutsets 
for the existence of DC operating points (equilibria) in 
classical circuits [53], [54]. The exclusion of both con-
figurations (which include in particular VL-loops and IC-
cutsets) guarantees that the geometric multiplicity of the 
aforementioned zero eigenvalue actually equals the total 
number of mem-devices, as stated below. 
Theorem 3. Under the zero-crossing conditions (24), the 
absence of loops defíned by voltage sources, inductors 
and/or meminductors and cutsets composed of current 
sources, capacitors and/or memcapacitors in a mem-
circuit with (positive) defínite conductance G implies that 
the geometric multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue at any 
given equilibrium of (17) equals the total number of q-
and ip-memristors, memcapacitors and meminductors. 
Proof. The absence of qm, q„a, y>w and <pmc from the 
equilibrium conditions implies that the geometric multi-
plicity of the zero eigenvalue is at least equal to the number 
of mem-devices. To check that it is actually equal, we need 
to show that the dimension of the kernel of the Jacobian 
matrix at equilibrium matches the number of mem-devices 
or, equivalently, that all circuit variables except qm, qmi, 
Pw, Pmc must vanish for the corresponding vector to 
belong to this kernel. One can check that the kernel is 
defined by the conditions 
= imi =0 (25a) 
Al e = Amle = Awe = Amce = Aue = Ame = 0 (25b) < T „ _ AT 
By premultiplying (25c) by eT one gets eT AgGAT e = 0, 
which in light of the definite nature of G implies Ag e = 0. 
Together with (25b) and the absence of IC-cutsets, this 
implies that e = 0. In turn, this transforms (25c) into 
- Í Í - Í Í . t"i, A, i l'H 0, and the absence of VL-loops yields 
iu = ii = 0. Finally, the vanishing of the remaining kernel 
variables qc = CA^e, ipt = Liu qmc = CmA^ce and 
fmi = Lmimi follows from that of e, i¡, im¡ and the 
proof is complete. 
D 
IV NONLINEAR OSCILLATORS AND BIFURCATIONS 
We show in this Section how the fully nonlinear for-
malism introduced above allows for a general analysis 
of dynamical features in a broad family of nonlinear 
oscillators. The emphasis will be placed on the existence 
of a curve of equilibrium points, which will depend on the 
actual form of the mem-devices' fully nonlinear character-
istics; we will also analyze certain associated bifurcation 
phenomena. Consider, specifically, the nonlinear R-L-Cm 
circuit displayed in Fig. 5(a). 
L 
R C m 
L 
R C W H 
An Aiii+AgGATge = {). (25c) 
Fig. 5. (a) RLC mem-circuit (b) Nonlinear oscillator of Itoh & Chua. 
In this RLC mem-circuit, the memory effect is given by 
the presence of a memcapacitor. Specifically, the circuit 
is composed of a linear resistor (with resistance R), a 
linear, strictly passive inductor (with inductance L > 0) 
and a fully nonlinear memcapacitor governed by a general 
characteristic of the form q = uj(ip,v). All devices 
are assumed to be time-invariant. By differentiating the 
characteristic of the memcapacitor we may alternatively 
describe this device by means of the relation 
C(y, v)v' = —W(ip, v)v + i, 
where C = UJV, W = UJV; note the coupling condition 
Cv(f,v) = Wv(f,v). 
Depending on the form and the values of w(y>, v) (or 
C(ip,v) and W(ip,v)) and R, Fig. 5(a) accounts for 
several nonlinear circuits with distinct dynamical features. 
If R > 0, C > 0 and W > 0, we get a passive R-L-
Cm circuit. We will focus our attention mainly on two 
other cases: (i) with R = 0 we arrive at a generalized 
tank circuit, used e.g. in quantum computation to couple 
flux qubits [35]; (ii) with R < 0 we get self-sustained 
oscillations coming from the active nature of the resistor; 
in particular, if w(y>, v) takes the form Cv + £(y), the 
memcapacitor amounts to a parallel connection of a linear 
capacitor (with capacitance C) and a flux-controlled mem-
ristor of Chua type (with memductance W(ip) = £'(<£>)), 
yielding the nonlinear oscillator analyzed by Itoh and Chua 
in [19, Fig. 16] and displayed in Fig. 5(b) above. 
Our aim is to provide a theoretical analysis of the circuit 
in Fig. 5(a) in general terms, accounting for the main 
dynamical properties displayed in these particular cases. 
The circuit equations can be written as 
C((fi,v)v' = -W((fi, v)v + i (26a) 
Li' = -v-Ri (26b) 
tp' = v. (26c) 
In broader generality, we will allow for a fully nonlinear 
characteristic C(p,v) in (26a), directing the analysis to a 
general system of the form 
C(ip,v)v' = -C(y>,v)+i (27a) 
Li' = -v-Ri (27b) 
ip' = v. (27c) 
Note that with £(y>, v) = W(ip, v)v we get (26). 
Spectral analysis. The state-space dimension of system 
(27) is three, and therefore the eigenvalues at any equilib-
rium will be defined by a polynomial of the form 
A3 + a2A2 +a1X + a0. (28) 
In the sequel we derive conditions for the vanishing of 
the different coefficients of this polynomial, which will 
determine the location of the eigenvalues and therefore 
will be responsible for different dynamic phenomena. Note 
that the goal is to perform the analysis in terms of the fully 
nonlinear form of the different devices involved. 
Curve of equilibria: a0 = 0. By considering the fully 
nonlinear characteristic £(y>, v) in (26a), we may have situ-
ations in which a0 in (28) is not null and therefore no zero 
eigenvalue is displayed, meaning that the circuit displays 
isolated equilibria. This may happen if we disregard the 
zero-crossing conditions (24). Indeed, if the derivative (v 
does not vanish at a given equilibrium, the characteristic 
polynomial at equilibrium would read as 
A3 + {C-lQv + L-1R)X2 + 
+ [L-1C-1(R(V + 1) + C_1CV]A + RL-xC-%. (29) 
The fact that the independent term RL~1C~1(iV does 
not vanish implies that zero is not an eigenvalue or, 
equivalentiy, that the local dynamics has three non-null 
eigenvalues. Chaotic phenomena might therefore show up, 
defining a topic for future study. The reader is referred to 
[21], [24], [25], [26], [27] for somewhat related qualitative 
analyses of memristive circuits. 
We will assume in the sequel that £(y>, v) = W(ip, v)v, 
hence making the derivative C,v vanish at equilibrium. 
Regardless of the values and the form of C, W, L, R, the 
circuit exhibits a curve of equilibria given by v = i = 0 
and parametrized by y>. As discussed in subsection III-D, 
these non-isolated equilibria define a salient feature of 
memristive circuit dynamics, and their local properties are 
discussed in what follows. The polynomial (29) now reads 
as 
A[A2 + {C-lW + L~1R)\ + L-lC-l{RW + 1)], (30) 
so that a2 = C~XW + L~lR, ax = L-lC-l{RW + 1), 
a0 = 0. Note that in this setting one eigenvalue always 
vanishes, consistently with the presence of an equilib-
rium curve. As the flux ip varies along this curve, the 
memductance W may undergo critical values yielding 
stability changes; in the cases considered below, we will 
address certain bifurcations stemming, specifically, from 
the vanishing of a\ or a2. 
A transcritical bifurcation without parameters: a\ = 
0, a0 = 0. Assume that for certain parameter values, not 
only a0 but also the coefficient a\ does vanish, leading 
to a double zero eigenvalue. The additional degeneracy 
requirement a\ = 0 can be expressed in graph-theoretic 
terms, by considering the reduced circuit used to locate 
the DC operating points, that is, the circuit obtained after 
short-circuiting inductors and open-circuiting capacitors. 
Omitting technical details, along the lines of Theorem 
3 and by using a determinantal expansion of the node 
admittance matrix (cf [55]) for such reduced circuit, the 
increase in the algebraic multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue 
may be shown to require the vanishing of the sum of 
admittance products in the spanning trees of the (reduced) 
circuit. In particular, for the circuit in Fig. 5(b) this reads 
W+R-1 = 0, that is, RW+Í = 0. Note that, indeed, this 
is the condition for the coefficient a i = L~1C~1(RW+l) 
in (30) to vanish. As indicated in the setting of Case 2 be-
low, this will be responsible for a transcritical bifurcation 
without parameters (cf. [56]). 
Hopf bifurcation: a 2 = 0, a 0 = 0. Provided that 
a2 = 0, a0 = 0, the polynomial (30) displays a pair 
of purely imaginary eigenvalues besides a null one. In 
the classical Hopf bifurcation, the transition of a pair of 
conjugate eigenvalues through the imaginary axis along an 
equilibrium curve generically yields a change of stability 
in the equilibrium; additionally, either an asymptotically 
stable limit cycle shows up in the region of unstable 
equilibria, or an unstable periodic solution encircling sta-
ble equilibria is displayed. The Hopf bifurcation is called 
supercritical in the former case and subcritical in the latter. 
This type of phenomena will be displayed in our case if 
W takes on a value for which a2 = C~1W + L~1R 
vanishes, yielding a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues; 
in particular, a supercritical Hopf bifurcation will arise 
in Case 1 below. This condition will also explain certain 
transitions in the nonlinear oscillator of Itoh and Chua 
analyzed in Case 2. 
Case 1: a generalized tank circuit. Consider the case 
R = 0 in Fig. 5(a). Short-circuiting the resistor yields a 
generalized tank circuit, with the eigenvalues along the 
equilibrium curve being given by 
Ai 0, A 2,3 -c-
lw ± y/{c-lwY - A{LC)-
If W vanishes at a given point of the equilibrium curve 
(say at y = 0), a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues 
shows up and a stability change is expected to occur 
generically because of the transition of the eigenvalues 
through the imaginary axis. This is a particular case of the 
condition a-2 = C~1W + L~1R = 0 mentioned above. 
Assume that W(0,0) = 0, Wv(0,0) < 0, and let us 
examine what happens as <p increases from negative to 
positive values. At v = 0, this makes the memductance 
become negative, so that the memristor becomes locally 
active; the equilibrium at the origin turns from stable to 
unstable and a Hopf bifurcation is expected to occur. 
Computer simulations show that a supercritical Hopf 
bifurcation is actually displayed, taking e.g. 
-y>- If v 
so that 
u(<Piv) = - iT" + ~ V + C°v 
C=^+C0, W=-if + vif2. (31) 
System (26) admits, when R = 0, a foliation by invariant 
surfaces of the form Li + ip = ¡i G R. We may then 
recast (26) in terms of the parameter ¡i\ notice that ¡i = <p 
at equilibrium (where i = 0). An asymptotically stable 
periodic solution encircling the origin shows up, indeed, 
for positive values of ¡i\ Fig. 6 displays this limit cycle, 
using the expressions depicted in (31) (with C0 = 1), 
for the parameter values ¡i = 0.001 and ¡i = 0.01, 
respectively. 
O 
Fig. 6. Supercritical Hopf bifurcation: limit cycles: ¡i = 0.001, ¡i = 0.01. 
Case 2: nonlinear oscillators with an active resistor. Let 
us now consider the case R < 0 in Fig. 5(a). The resistor 
becomes active and this may also yield self-sustained 
oscillations, depending on the remaining parameter values. 
Let us illustrate this by means of the nonlinear oscillator 
of Itoh and Chua displayed in Fig. 5(b). In [19], the authors 
consider a piecewise constant memductance W, and report 
a stability change from the value W0 = 0.02 (yielding 
unstable equilibria) to Wi = 2 (with stable equilibria); 
the remaining parameters are C = L = 1 , 1 ? = —0.1 
[in the notation of [19] a = W0 = 0.02, b = Wx = 2, 
a = C-1 = 1, £ = L-1 = 1, p = -RL-1 = 0.1]. 
We may explain this stability change by considering W 
a parameter: with C^1 = L^1 = 1, R = —0.1, the 
condition a2 = C~1W + L~1R = 0 discussed above 
amounts to W = 0.1; for W < 0.1 (in particular for 
W = W0 = 0.02) equilibria are unstable foci, which 
become stable (hence displaying stable periodic solutions) 
via a transition through the imaginary axis when W 
undergoes the value 0.1. 
When {C-lW + L^Rf = 4L-1C~1(RW + 1) (this 
occurring at W « 1.9 in the case discussed by Itoh and 
Chua) the stable foci turn into stable nodes; this explains 
the stable node displayed when W = W\ = 2.0 in [19]. 
As indicated above, the curve of equilibrium points 
arising in this problem is an instance of the manifolds of 
equilibria analyzed in subsection III-D. The fact that the 
qualitative changes occur along such a curve, without the 
presence of explicit parameters, place the results beyond 
the context of classical bifurcation theory. The analysis 
in this direction can be actually carried out further: in-
deed, the aforementioned condition RW + 1 = 0 (this 
occurring for W = 10 in the setting of [19] mentioned 
above, although this case was not analyzed by Itoh and 
Chua) would be responsible for a second zero eigenvalue. 
Generically, as W crosses this critical value there would 
be a change of stability (in the context of [19], one real 
eigenvalue would reach the positive semiaxis, transforming 
the stable node into a saddle point). Although additional 
details are beyond the present paper, this is an instance of 
the transcritical bifurcation without parameters discussed 
in [56]. 
V. FUTURE RESEARCH 
Several aspects remain open and define lines for future 
investigation on this topic. These include numerical issues, 
modeling aspects involving e.g. branch-oriented systems 
and hybrid analysis, or additional dynamical properties 
related to the nature of these circuits' operating points, 
their stability, bifurcations, as well as the eventual exis-
tence and characterization of chaotic effects. Higher order 
devices and mem-systems are also in the scope of future 
research. 
In the long term, the notions and results discussed in 
this paper might be of interest as a modeling framework 
to accommodate present and future circuit elements, in-
cluding nano-scale devices and even maybe molecular 
and biological devices [8]. It is expected that the future 
development of electronics (in a wide sense) will require 
broadening the theoretical foundations beyond the limits 
of classical circuit theory. 
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